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Participants’ Write Up:  
The submission takes a “People First” approach, by recognizing various citizen groups and users 
as stakeholders that come together to co-create the spaces in Changi Point. Aim is to steer the 
new Social Tabula Rasa by bringing Singaporeans to the forefront in the decision-making process. 
Using a social media application to gather feedback and promote programmes, the submission 
illustrates how the spaces may be activated with public involvement creating a “Dynamic 
Masterplan”.  
 
This Feedback Mechanism Loop would be created through a Social Application called Changi 
Explore which plugs in Singaporeans to the decision making of what nature of activities do they 
wish to be organized on varying temporal cycles. For a perpetually dynamic system, the 
interventions are intentioned to be Non-invasive, by repurposing the available historical buildings 
in a multi-functional manner. To make an efficient system the People First Approach would be 
achieved as tripartite system with 3 components.  
 
1. Life  
Life component focuses on the variety of user types to ensure functioning of Changi Point as per 
the people by bringing various citizen groups as stake holders in the decision-making process.   
 
2. Space  
Space component focuses on reinforcing the functionality of Life component through place 
making approach for public spaces.   
 
3. Building  
Building component is smallest scale of intervention to ensure minimal impact to the existing 
heritage through adaptive reuse. Building components are like follies that anchor the Space and 
Life component together by ensuring the availability of a plural and holistic infrastructure. 
 
Jury Citation:  
The jury lauded the proposal for its refreshing approach in participatory design of the master 

plan with an emphasis on engaging people for their ideas. The jury noted that while the scope of 

proposed ideas was vast and wide-ranging, the submission was thoughtful in the linking of 

interesting activities that could re-activate many of the existing buildings in Changi Point. 
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I can sell my pudding 
cakes in the food festival 

this weekend!

Those cottages would 
make a perfect weekend 

getaway

That new garden near 
the watch tower seems 

perfect to conduct my next 
art workshop

It would be 
wonderful to have 
my botany classes 
in the new hub at 
Changi Hospital

Wow! they are screening 
‘Singapore Dreaming’ today 

at the Changi Film Club
Oh that’s where I spot-

ted the Grey Hornbill last 
on my last visit

That sounds like 
a perfect venue to 
conduct training 
for 150 people
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Changi Village as an orgin of activity 
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Level of Engagement 

Intense High Moderate Low

Recreation loop (L-2)
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PARTICIPATORY CHANGI POINT FRAMEWORK PLAN

LIFE1 2 3SPACE BUILDINGS
Diverse User Type

Citizen Action Group
Locals

I am a part 
in making 
of  Changi

Tourists

This place 
is full of 

public life

Artists

A place 
of creative 
inspiration

Trainees

Programs 
offer global 

exposure

Students

There is 
lot to learn 
at Changi

Recreational 
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Community
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Event
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Changi
Experience

Weekend cottages
Cultural Trails

Wilderness
Heritage Corridor

Beach front

Changi
Exchange

Art Biennales
Seasonal Galleries

Workshop Pavilions
Performance Spaces 

Sports Facilities

Changi
Engage

Conservation Edu.
Art Learning Centres

Urban Arboretum
Training Facilities

Awareness programs 

Ingenious inserts to ensure non-invasive transformation of heritage structures

+ +
Activation  Programmes Reuse and Re-purpose + Infill

Feedback Mechanism Loop

Building Type A Building Type B Building Type C Building Type D

Weekend Cottages            Thematic Trails                     Changi Wilderness             Heritage Corridor              Beachfront Route

Changi  ExpEriEnCE

a b c d e

Art Biennale                          Sports Facilities                   Workshop Pavilions           Performing Spaces            Public Facilities

Changi  ExChangE

f g h i j

Art Learning Centre           Urban Arboretum                Training Facilities               Conservation Facility         Ecology Awareness              

Changi  EngagE
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Changi point is one of the few places of Singapore 
where historically important built and ecological 
heritage exists in a well preserved state, which 
also makes it as one of the most sought after 
hangout places by locals which make it a perfect 
site to become a social anchor for Singapore. We 
envision Co-Creating Changi by bringing people of 
all the ethnicities to come together and make new 
collective memories. Memories that would lead to a 
new collective identity which people can own up to 
as Singaporeans

Co-Creating Changi

Co-Creating Changi aims for a People First Approach, 
by making Singaporeans part of the decision making 

process. It is conceptualized as tripartite system of 3 
components viz. Life, Space and Building.

Life component focuses on the variety of user types 
to ensure functioning of Changi Point as per the 
people by bringing various citizen groups as stake 
holders in the decision making process. Space 
component focuses on reinforcing the functionality 
of Life component through place making approach 
for public spaces. Building component is smallest 
scale of intervention to ensure minimal impact to the 
existing heritage by non-invasive and adaptive reuse 
through infill type of design approaches. Building 
components are like follies that anchor the Space and 
Life component together by ensuring the availability 
of a plural and holistic infrastructure. 

Changi Explore, is envisioned as a dynamic master-
plan functioning based on a feedback mechanism 
loop application. It would become an interface 
between the city administration and Singaporeans 
where they get to decide the nature of activities 
and functioning of Changi Point on varying temporal 
cycles. The intensity of activity and involvement of 

the people would be categorized based on the 3 
preliminary categories : 
1. Changi Experience 
2. Changi Exchange 
3. Changi Engage. 
These are demonstrated based on their programs 
below.

Changi Loops

Eco  Trails

Seafront Route

Basal Greens

Connectors

Public Nodes

Legend
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IMPLEMENTATION   FRAMEWORK  DIAGRAM

CHANGI  INGENIOUS  INSERTS

Changi Explore is an application and the key to establish a feedback 
mechanism loop, which is inevitable for the functioning of Co-creating 
Changi. This application will allow Singaporeans to choose of what happens 
at the Changi Point on temporal basis from weekly to monthly and annual 
events and activities. 

The choices and interactions between the people and their representatives who 
would co-manage and co-operate with Centre for Liveable Cities, Singapore 
and Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth, will feed as data to the system. 

Changi explore is proposed to be initially having 3 components viz.                            
1. Changi Engage      2. Changi Exchange      and       3. Changi Experience.  
Each component focuses on the intensity of public involvement sought for 
decision making in the functioning of Changi Point. Over the time on the 
basis of feedback mechanism loop, the system can be upgraded in to more 
such components as per people’s choice.

Source : https://www.clc.gov.sg/images/
default-source/research/framework/lf.jpg

Changi Explore

Participatory Feedback Mechanism Planning Approach

CHANGI  CONNECTORS CHANGI  UNIFIERS CHANGI  EXTENDERS CHANGI  SPILLOVERS CHANGI  PLACE-MAKERS
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Stakeholder Agencies
•MPA Singapore
•NAC, Singapore
•NHB, Singapore
•National Parks, Singapore
•People’s Association
•Singapore Tourism Board
•Sport Singapore

Co-Creating Changi through Systems Approach

Ministry of Culture, 
Community and Youth+

Proposed Stakeholder agencies 

Changi Explore

Changi Engage Changi Exchange Changi Experience
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People’s Association

DYNAMIC  MASTERPLAN  FOR  CHANGI  POINT  

Conjecture of a dynamic masterplan is a resultant of the feedback mechanism loop through the Changi Explore 
application. This master plan is envisioned to be a perpetually dynamic plan that is in a constant state of improvisation 
based on the choices made by people of Singapore. A dynamic master plan that fulfills the life component of people 
first approach. 
Space component focuses on public spaces in intervention site to be developed based on place making ideas, that 
would accommodate varying scale and nature of programmatic activities over the course of time. These public 
spaces are reinforced with infrastructure through the building component.
Building component focuses on ingenious inserts to ensure non-invasive transformation of the existing heritage 
structures. The existing structures would also be re-purposed based on the feed back mechanism loops to ensure 
the usage of the available infrastructure as per the People First Approach.

Changi Biennale Pavilion Grow Your Own Food  - Community Initiatives Nodes for Chance Interactions Changi Ceramic Club (CCC) Changi Quest - Eco trail

Temporal Programs at Changi Point

Everyday life at happening Changi Heritage amidst the wilderness at Changi




